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Description 2023 Keystone RV Springdale 220RD, Keystone Springdale travel trailer 220RD
highlights: Booth Dinette Sofa Panoramic View Pantry SolarFlex 200 Getting away
from work with your family and friends is easy to do with this Springdale travel
trailer! You will have your own queen bed with dual closets and nightstands in the
front bedroom, plus there is a divider to provide privacy when you need to change
or have your own space away from the main area where the kiddos or your friends
are sleeping on the furniture. When it's time for breakfast, you will find a full
kitchen including a pantry, and a booth dinette to eat at or play games at when the
weather isn't just right outside. And the full bathroom will keep everyone clean for
whatever adventure is next! With any Keystone Springdale travel trailer, you will
have a friction hinge entry door with sturdy MORryde StepAbove steps, a pass-
through storage compartment for your outdoor gear, and reliable Dexter E-Z Lube
axles to maneuver your Springdale down the road and into the campsites. Some
of the Keystone Exclusives provide 12V color-coded wiring with easy-to-trace
circuits which is better than conventional RV wiring allowing a faster diagnosis
for quicker repairs, and the streamlined heat distribution that uses in-floor heat
vents for more efficiency for uninterrupted air flow. Also included, the Blade high
performance air flow system that delivers 30% more air flow. The interior gives
you pressed kitchen countertops, pleated night shades, and designer upholstered
window valances for easy care and style, and more depending on the Springdale
you choose! 100AH DFE HEATED LITHIUM BATTERY; 15.0 BTU A/C; DISCOUNT;
POWER STABILIZER JACKS; PROMOTIONAL BATTERY DISCOUNT; RVIA; SALES
ALLOWANCE; SOLAR FLEX 200; SPARE TIRE KIT; Springdale Legacy Pkg

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: SDT23123
VIN Number: 38297-SDT23123
Condition: New
Length: 26
Sleeps: 5
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